ABSTRACT In this paper, a novel bearing fault diagnosis method based on multi-layer extreme learning machine (MELM) optimized by the novel ant lion algorithm (NALO) is proposed. First, using permutation entropy of different scales (MPE) to extract fault features of bearings, a group of fault feature vectors composed of permutation entropy is obtained. Then, the fault feature vectors are classified by the MELM. However, with the increase of the number of hidden layers, the random input weight and bias will also increase, which will lead to the increase of the randomness of the MELM and affect the accuracy of fault diagnosis. Therefore, this paper uses the NALO to optimize the MELM. For the NALO, opposite populations are added to the initial population to improve its global search ability. When the ant lion updates its location, the influence of pheromones left by other ants with a certain sensing distance is taken into account to prevent the ant lion from falling into the local optimal and increased the robustness. Finally, the NALO-MELM and other bearing fault diagnosis methods are applied to the bearing fault experiment of Western Reserve University to test the performance and generalization of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
For rotating machine, rolling bearing is one of the most easily damaged parts in the rotating machine due to its poor working environment and easy occurrence of resonance [1] and other problems. Therefore, it is very important to diagnose the fault bearing and take effective measures in time in the work of a rotating machine. How to accurately judge the health condition of the bearing is a crucial step to prevent serious engineering accidents caused by the bearing failure. In recent years, with the development of signal processing [2] and big data [3] - [5] , novel methods in various fields emerge one after another [6] - [10] . In the field of bearing fault diagnosis, novel intelligent fault diagnosis
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhen Ren. methods emerge one after another. For example, the methods based on signal processing include modified variable modal decomposition (MVMD) [11] - [13] , improved local mean decomposition (ILMD) [14] , [15] , maximum kurtosis spectral deconvolution (MKESD) [16] , adaptive spectral kurtosis [17] , minimum entropy deconvolution adjusted (MEDA) [18] , empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [19] , etc. The methods based on machine learning include manifold learning [20] , and SVM [21] , etc. The methods based on deep learning include convolutional neural network (CNN) [22] , [23] , capsule neural network (CapsNet) [24] , and autoencoder [25] . In addition, The methods based on statistical methods include the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) [26] . For most single working condition fault diagnosis problems, these methods can diagnose the health condition of bearings well. However, for the bearing fault diagnosis VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ with changing load at any time, their fault diagnosis performance is often not too high. That is to say, the generalization of these methods is poor. The first step of fault diagnosis based on machine learning is how to extract effective information from vibration signals. Moreover, fault bearing feature extraction methods also emerge in endlessly [27] , [28] . As a tool to describe the complexity of signals, entropy has been widely used in solving engineering problems in recent years. In the field of bearing fault diagnosis, bearing fault diagnosis method based on entropy [29] , [30] has fuzzy entropy [31] , [32] , symbol dynamic entropy [33] and hierarchical entropy [34] . As a method to study the complexity of time series and nonlinear systems, permutation entropy has a high sensitivity to small changes of signals, so it can detect the weak changes of time series well. Due the failure of the rolling bearing will occur, the nonlinear dynamic mutation is likely to occur. Therefore, it is feasible to extract fault features of rolling bearing using multi-scale permutation entropy [35] . In addition, multi-scale operations can be used to observe a time series from multiple angles, so as to extract more effective information and improve robustness [35] , thereby improving the classification ability of the classifier.
The next and most critical step after fault feature vector extraction is to import the fault feature vector into the classifier for accurate classification. Extreme learning machine (ELM) has the advantages of fast learning speed, few adjustment parameters, simple mathematical model and strong generalization ability [36] , and it is a good multi-classification algorithm. Therefore, ELM has been widely used in bearing fault diagnosis in recent years [37] . However, when the dimension of input data is high, ELM tends to confuse two similar objects in high-dimensional space. That is to say, the classification accuracy of ELM may decrease with the increase of dimension of input data [38] . In the field of deep learning [39] , most algorithms can improve the classification accuracy by increasing the number of hidden layers, such as deep learning network DNN [40] . Thus, multi-layer extreme learning machine (MELM) can be got by increasing the number of hidden layers [41] , [42] , and MELM has been widely used in solving practical engineering problems and achieved good results [43] .
When using a multi-layer extreme learning machine, the output weight of each layer can be determined by the least squares method. But for input weights and input biases, the standard extreme learning machine is determined by means of random assignment. This method of random assignment has little effect on the single hidden layer of the extreme learning machine, but the impact on the many input weights and input biases of the MELM may increase, which may lead the MELM difficult to converge or classify and the classification accuracy is low. Therefore, it makes sense to optimize the input weights and input biases in MELM. In nature, ant lions belong to the order hymenoptera, and both adult and larvae are carnivorous animals and often feed on ants [44] . The larvae of ant lions live under the surface and traps in the soil to trap prey. The inspiration of the ant lion algorithm comes from this [45] . In the algorithm, the ant lion indicates a solution with better fitness, the ant indicates a general solution of fitness; the ants randomly walk, and the random walk of the ants is affected by the ant lion; the better the adaptability of the ant lion, the trap of the ant lion is bigger. In the standard ant lion algorithm, the ant updates its position only considering the effects of the ant lion selected by Russian roulette and the current most versatile ant. But in nature, the movement of ants is often affected by the pheromones left by other ants on the ground. Therefore, it is meaningful to consider the influence of other ants on the ant when updating its location. In the krill algorithm, the predation behavior of krill individuals is affected by a sensing distance of krill. Therefore, the effect from pheromone [46] of a certain sensing distance in the novel ant lion algorithm (NALO) proposed in this paper is added to the formula of updating the position. In addition, in order to better improve the performance and global search ability of the ant lion algorithm, opposite-based learning (OBL) [47] is added to the population initialization of the ant lion algorithm.
Based on the above mentioned, this paper proposes a bearing fault diagnosis method based on the multi-layer extreme learning machine optimized by the novel ant lion algorithm. For the ant lion algorithm, the influence of pheromones of ants with a certain sensing distance is considered. The many input weights and input biases of the multi-layer extreme learning machine are optimized by a novel ant lion algorithm. For the influence of external load, different external loads are trained and tested in the experiment. Finally, in order to test the performance of the proposed algorithm, it is compared with other machine learning algorithms.
II. MULTI-SCALE PERMUTATION ENTROPY
According to the definition of permutation entropy, it does not consider the specific value of each element in the sequence, but only expresses the complexity of the time series by considering the size relation of each element, so that permutation entropy has a strong anti-interference ability fundamentally.
Suppose there is a time series
with a length of L, and carry out phase space reconstruction of the time series, the reconstruction matrix [X ] can be obtained:
where m is the embedded dimension and d is the delay time. which is as shown in equation (2) . The y 1 , y 2 , · · · y m is used as a notation for each element in the reconstructed component in each row that is arranged from largest to smallest.
where y m is the number of columns of the element represented numerically. (3) is used to calculate the probability of π i of each possibility.
Then, according to the definition of Shannon entropy, the permutation entropy H (m, d) of the time series is obtained, which can be expressed as follows:
Since the permutation entropy H (m, d) has a minimum value 0 and a maximum value ln (m!), it is normalized to get the standard permutation entropy. The equation of this step is as follows:
In the actual bearing fault diagnosis, the traditional permutation entropy only considers the complexity of time series in a single scale, which is often very one-sided and not conducive to the classification operation of the classifier based on machine learning. Therefore, the complexity of time series under multiple scales is often taken into account when extracting the characteristic information of the fault bearing, so as it is needed to observe the hidden information of this set of time series from multiple angles.
Firstly, the coarse granulation process of time series x i is as follows:
where y τ j represents the j th element in a sequence y with a time scale τ , and [·] represents the rounding down.
Then, according to the definition of permutation entropy, the permutation entropy of a sequence at each time scale is calculated. Finally, a group of multi-scale permutation entropy is obtained which forms a feature vector. In the field of bearing fault diagnosis, J. Zheng et al. selected time scale τ 20 and embedding dimension m 6 when using multi-scale weight to permutation entropy, and has achieved good results [35] . The flow chart of multi-scale permutation entropy is as follows: 
III. THE PROPOSAL OF NALO-MELM A. THE NOVEL ANT LION OPTIMIZATION
ALO is inspired by the natural behavior of ant lions hunting ants. In the ALO, ant lion is the alternate optimal solution, and ants carry out a random walk around the ant lion to search for the optimal solution of the whole solution space. When an ant searches for a better solution than the ant lion, the ant will take the ant lion place, so as to achieve the optimization of practical problems.
In the ALO, ants wander randomly, and ant lions build traps to trap ants. Since the ant travels randomly in search of food, its random walk algorithm is expressed as follows:
where cumsum (·) is the cumulative sum function, n is the number of ants, and the number of ant lions is also n, t is the current iteration number, and r (t) is the random function.
The equation of random function r (t) is as follows:
where rand ∈ [0, 1].
In the optimization process, the location information of individual ant and individual ant lion is stored by the following matrix (9) and matrix (10), respectively.
where M Ant is the position matrix of each ant, A i,j is the position value of the j th dimension corresponding to the i th ant of the j th variable, AL i,j is the position value of the j th dimension corresponding to the i th ant lion of the j th variable, VOLUME 7, 2019 and d is the dimension of the ant and the number of variables to be optimized. In the ant lion algorithm, the degree of updating ant position is determined by the fitness function, and the fitness function values of all ants are stored in the following matrix, respectively.
. . .
where M OA is the fitness function value matrix of each ant, F OAL is the fitness function value matrix of each ant lion, and f (·) is the fitness function value and is modified according to the actual optimization problem. Throughout the process of updating ants position, in order to prevent ants from falling into ant lion traps for a long time, that means ALO is not convergence, the equation (13) is used to limit the search space of ants. where a i is the minimum value of the random walk of the i th ant, b i is the maximum value of the random walk of the i th ant, c t i is the minimum value of the t th iteration of the i th ant, d t i is the maximum value of the t th iteration of the i th ant, Antlion t i is the location of the t th iteration of the i th ant, T is the maximum number of iterations, ω is constant. For ω, when t > 0.1T , ω = 2; when t > 0.5T , ω = 3; when t > 0.75T , ω = 4; when t > 0.9T , ω = 5; when t > 0.95T , ω = 6.
At the t th iteration of each ant, an ant lion is selected by Russian roulette, denoted as R t E . And the best fitness of ant lion is marked as R t A . The standard ant lion algorithm updates the ant location according to equation (18) . (19) In the standard ant lion algorithm, it is not reasonable to only consider the influence of the selected ant lion of Russian roulette and the current optimal ant lion. In addition, in real life, ant colonies often leave pheromones on the ground to tell other ants about individual ants. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the role of individual ants when updating ant positions. In krill algorithm, krill individuals will be affected by krill individuals at a certain sensing distance when updating their positions. So, a novel ant lion algorithm (NALO) is proposed inspired by the method of krill updating position. Marking the average value of ant positions within a certain sensing distance is R L , the improved ant updated position equation is:
where α + β + γ = 1, the value of α,β and γ depend on the experiment, p is the number of ants within a certain sensing distance. In this paper, each ant's sensing distance is about one five of the search space. And, K i and K p is the fitness function value of the ants, K worst and K best is the worst and the best fitness function value of in the current group of ants respectively, K ip is the fitness function value of the i th ant relative to the p th ant, Ant ip is the position of the i th ant relative to the p th ant, ε is a normal number which is used to avoid singularity of equation (22) . In addition, in swarm intelligence algorithm, improving the initialization population is also a common improvement method. And opposite-based learning (OBL) is one of improvement method. Add opposite populations to the initialization of ants and ant lions. Suppose the position of an ant in d-dimensional space is its opposite ant is:
Through OBL, the diversity of ant groups is increased, thus increasing the overall optimal exploration scope of ant groups. The novel ant lion algorithm is shown in Figure 3 .
B. MULTI-LAYER EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE (MELM)
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a feedforward neural network with a single hidden layer, whose structure is shown in Figure 4 .
Assuming a q class and d-dimensional training data set
, the output equation of ELM which k hidden nodes are as follow: where a i is the input weight, b i is the input bias, and h (a i x i + b i ) is the activation function. Since the sigmoidal function is non-linear and will output large changes with small input changes, it can easily distinguish two classes that are very similar. Therefore, the sigmoidal functions was elected as the activation function in this paper. In the standard ELM, a i and b i is assigned in the initialization randomly, and they do not change in the iteration process. The output of the hidden layer is represented by a
T is the expected output vector. And the least square method is used to determine the output weight β i of the extreme learning machine, then equation (25) can be written as:
When the most suitable output weight is found, the actual output of ELM should be closest to the expected output in solving the linear system, then
where H + is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse matrix of the output matrix of the hidden layer, C represents the penalty factor, I is the identity matrix, and T is the expected output matrix. The purpose of adding a constant matrix I C to the matrix HH T is to improve the stability and generalization ability of the algorithm.
It is generally believed that increasing the number of hidden layers can reduce the error and improve the precision of the neural network. Similar to deep neural network, multi-layer extreme learning machine (MELM) is a neural network that increases the number of hidden layers on the basis of ELM. In order to simplify the complexity of the problem, the number of hidden layers in this paper is 4, and the number of hidden layer nodes in each layer is 512,200,100 and 9 [43] respectively. The structure of MELM is shown in Figure 5 .
C. ROLLING BEARING DIAGNOSIS BASED ON NALO-MELM
Considering that as the number of hidden layers of MELM increases, the random input weight and bias of MELM will increase, which will greatly affect the classification ability of MELM. So, it is very meaning that the random input weights and biases of MELM are optimized by the novel ant lion algorithm to improve the performance and robustness of the algorithm. In the selection of fitness function, since bearing fault diagnosis belongs to the category of multiple classifications, the mean square error of ten-fold cross-validation can be used to reflect the accuracy of the algorithm and taken as the fitness function of the novel ant lion algorithm. The flow of NALO-MELM proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 6 .
IV. FAULT BEARING DIAGNOSIS EXPERIMENT BASED ON NALO-MELM A. DESCRIPTION OF DATA
In order to test the performance of NALO-MELM, this paper adopts the test bearing data set provided by Case Western Reserve University to conduct experiments and compare it with other algorithms. All the algorithm code is written in MATLAB R2018a, and then run it on the computer with CPU i7-5500U@2.40GHz, RAM 16.00gb, the operating system is 64-bit Win10.
The bearing test bench of Western Reserve University is shown in Figure. 7. The single point of failure of all test bearings originated from EDM, where the diameter of failure is 0.007inch, 0.014inch and 0.021inch, respectively. The external loads are 0Hp,1Hp and 3Hp, respectively. In the data set, there are drive end bearing data (this paper only considers drive end bearing data) and fan end bearing data. And, all bearing drive end bearings are 6205-2RS bearings from SKF company and all vibration data are collected by accelerometer, which is placed at the drive end of the motor housing with sampling frequency of 12kHz. Table. 1 represents the bearing information and notation under external loads 0HP. And Figure. 8 shows the time domain graphs of partial samples under 0Hp, in which the bearing diameters from top to bottom of each bearing fault type are 0.007inch, 0.014inch and 0.021inch respectively.
B. FAULT FEATURE EXTRACTION AND FAULT DIAGNOSIS
According to the novel intelligent fault diagnosis method proposed in this paper, firstly, MPE should be used to extract the fault feature vector from the original vibration signal. For the time scale τ and embedding dimension m in MPE, these two parameters are related to the number of observation angle of the vibration signal, the sensitivity of vibration signal slight change, calculation time and computer performance requirements. Therefore, the time scale τ is 20 and the embedded dimension m is 6 in this paper. Figure. 9 shows the multi-scale permutation entropy processing results of a sample under the ten kinds of health condition of bearings at 0Hp.
For each test bearing data set, every 5000 sampling points were selected as a sample, so the whole data set can be divided into 240 samples. So, in this experiment, the input of MELM is a matrix with a size of 240 × 20, in which 240 is the number of samples and the dimension of each feature vector is 20. In the setting of the training set and the test set of samples, the setting mode with put back is adopted. For each type of bearing, a ratio of training samples to test samples is guaranteed to be 3 to 2. That is to say, the number of training samples is 180 and the number of test samples is 120. In order to test the feasibility of the proposed method, the classification label is four (N, IR, B, OR) . Firstly, the novel ant lion algorithm is used to optimize the input weights and biases in each hidden layer. In the initialization of ant lion algorithm, the number of ants is selected to be 50, so after OBL operation, the number of ants is 100, the number of ant lion is 100, and the maximum iteration times of ant position update is 100. The relationship between optimal fitness and iteration times of ant lion is shown in Figure 10 . Then, the optimized input weights and biases are used as the input weights and biases of MELM. The experiment was repeated five times, and the results were shown in Table 2 . One experiment with the highest classification accuracy was shown in Figure 11 . In practical fault diagnosis, it is sometimes necessary to know not only the fault type of the bearing, but also the diameter of the fault. In order to test the performance of NALO-KELM in diagnosing different fault diameters, the classification label is set to ten, that is, healthy bearings correspond to one label, and the other three fault types correspond to three labels. The experiment was repeated five times, and the results of one were shown in Figure. 12.
As can be seen from Figure 10 , with the increase of iteration times, the fitness of the optimal ant lion decreases gradually. When the number of iterations is 60, the fitness of the optimal ant lion is basically unchanged and is 10 −7 , which indicates the feasibility of NALO in optimizing the input weights and biases of MELM. It can be seen from Figure 11 and Figure 12 that no matter the classification tag is four or ten, the accuracy of three kinds of fault diagnosis of NALO-MELM reaches more than 96%, which indicates the feasibility of NALO-MELM in bearing fault diagnosis. When the classification label is ten, NALO-MELM fault diagnosis has an advantage in distinguishing small changes in the signal. In other words, NALO-MELM distinguishes the advantages of different fault sizes of the same fault type, which also provides a reliable method for more accurate bearing fault diagnosis and prevention.
C. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF THE METHODS PROPOSED IN THIS PAPER
In order to test the performance of the optimization method proposed in this paper, compare NALO-MELM with MELM optimized by standard ant lion algorithm and MELM without optimization. In order to test the performance of the classifier used in this paper, compare NALO-KELM with other fault diagnosis methods, such as standard extreme learning FIGURE 11. The result of fault diagnosis with four classification labels. machine (ELM), k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), standard support vector machine (SVM) and standard radial basis network (RBF). The results of the same multi-scale permutation entropy processing in the previous section were imported into the other five algorithms, and the experiment was repeated five times. Details of the six algorithms and the average fault diagnosis accuracy are shown in Table 3 . Figure 13 shows the average fault diagnosis accuracy of the six algorithms for the three fault types, where Ave means average classification accuracy and Std means standard deviation of the diagnostic accuracy.
In terms of the diagnosis of healthy bearing, all the six algorithms reach 100%, which indicates that there is a certain degree of differentiation between the signals of healthy bearing and other failure states. Therefore, this paper will not conduct further research on the healthy bearing. By comparing NALO-MELM with MELM, the former is superior to the latter in the diagnosis of the three fault types, which indicates the necessity of optimizing the initial input weights and biases, and indirectly indicates that excessive random values in MELM will lead to a decline in the diagnostic accuracy. By comparing the standard ELM optimized by NALO-MELM and NALO, it can be seen that the former is superior to the latter in the diagnosis of three fault types, which indicates that deepening the network depth can improve the performance of the algorithm to a certain extent. By comparing NALO-MELM with three other machine learning methods, it can be seen that except for the ball fault SVM diagnosis accuracy is higher than that of NALO-MELM, NALO-MELM is superior to other algorithms, which indicates that NALO-MELM has certain advantages in fault diagnosis today.
V. CONCLUSION
The bearing fault diagnosis in a rotary machine is studied in this paper. Firstly, different scale permutation entropy (MPE) was used to extract the fault characteristics of bearings. Secondly, it is introduced into a multi-layer extreme learning machine optimized the novel ant lion algorithm (NALO-MELM) for fault diagnosis. However, considering the excessive random input weights and biases in MELM, the diagnostic accuracy will be affected. Therefore, this paper adopts a novel ant lion algorithm to optimize. At Case Western Reserve University of the bearing fault data set tests, NALO-MELM is showed high accuracy of fault diagnosis, and the health status of bearing diagnosis accuracy rate reached 100%, inner ring fault, rolling ball fault and outer ring fault diagnosis accuracy reached 96.1%, 97.6%, 98.1% respectively. So the diagnostic ability meets the actual engineering needs. Finally, it is compared with the other five algorithms to verify the correctness of the proposed optimization algorithm and the superiority of the proposed method. In addition, with the development of artificial intelligence, big data and deep learning, the theories and systems of these three aspects will be more and more perfect, and deep learning may replace machine learning in the near future. Therefore, bearing fault diagnosis based on deep learning will be a research focus.
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